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(Answer ALL questions) 
 

SECTION-A 
 

I. Write Essays :                         (2 x 10 = 20) 
1.  Write an elaborate note on the biochemic system of medicine. Describe 

the indications of Natrum mur, Natrum phos and Natrum Sulph. 
2. What are the drugs come under Aurum group and describe the drug 

picture of AURUM METALLICUM.      

II. Write short notes on :                    (3 x 5 = 15) 
 

3. Describe the general mental features of Ranunculaceae family. 
4. Write a note on the similarities and differences between Liliaceae and 

Lobeliaceae. 
5. Describe general characteristics of Cruciferae family. 

 

III. Write short notes on :                       (3 x 5 = 15) 
 

  6.  Describe the mental characteristics of carbon group of remedies. 
     7.  Write a note on the utility of magnesium group of Remedies in G.I.T  
          Infections. 
     8.  Describe the general mental characteristics of Halogen group of  
          Remedies.      

SECTION-B 
 

I. Write essays:                                                                            (2 x 10 = 20) 
    

 9. Define Sarcode. List the classification of Sarcodes based on their sources.  
        Name some of Sarcodes used in homoeopathy and describe the  
        characteristics of AMBRAGRISEA. 
   10. Describe the Drug picture of medorrhinum including its constitution,  
         mental disposition PQRS symptoms and skin symptoms.          

 

II. Write short notes on :                           (3 x 5 = 15) 
 

 11. Describe the utility of carduus marianus and FEL TAURI in Liver  
          affections. 
 12. Describe the mental symptoms of Lac caninum.           
    13. Describe the indications of oleum animalis in skin affections.        

III. Write short notes on :                     (3 x 5 = 15) 
 
  14. Write a note on clinical utility of myristica sebifera in Rectal complaints. 
  15. Describe the indications of Artemisia vulgaris in Convulsions. 
  16.  Describe the indications of cholesterinum in liver affections. 
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